
$299 1-2 people | $249 3-4 people | $229 5+ people ICSC

Meeting Jesus on  
Higher GroundENCOUNTER! 

The 58th Annual Conference will feature  
a new and exciting virtual experience!
• More than 100 sessions spread out over 10 days
• Unlimited access to recorded sessions
• Liturgies and devotions from around the world
• Virtual Exhibit Hall
• Virtual rooms for making strategic connections
• Enhanced networking opportunities
• Concerts, tours and much, much more

The Sermon on the Mount    
Fra Angelico, fresco, c.1436, Florence, Italy

 THE
   VIRTUAL
CONFERENCE

September 28 - October 9
2O2O 58th Annual ICSC Conference – Going Full Virtual

The 58th annual conference of the International Catholic Stewardship Council (ICSC), 
scheduled to take place in Anaheim, California September 27 to 30, will transition from 
a hybrid conference to a full virtual conference. It will take place September 28  
to October 9, 2020.

After thoughtful consultation with ICSC leaders, strategic partners and major 
stakeholders within the ICSC community, the decision was made to transition the 
ICSC hybrid conference into a full virtual experience as it is believed that this is the 
best and safest course of action to protect the conference attendees and the broader 
community considering the evolving COVID-19 pandemic developments.

Quickly switching gears, ICSC is now fully immersed in creating a dynamic virtual 
conference. Virtual attendees can expect the same great content that was primed to 
be delivered in Anaheim, so stay tuned. This reimagined virtual experience is being 
crafted to offer multiple options for engagement.

Encompassing ten business days, participants will have a number of marvelous 
opportunities to continue their stewardship journey. It will provide an engaging, 
accessible, and inclusive platform to convene the global ICSC community, enabling 
it to network, learn, share knowledge, and advance the ministry of stewardship in 
dioceses and parishes — a purpose that is more important today than ever before.

The new virtual experience will also provide opportunities for participants to connect 
with strategic partners and exhibitors to discover new resources, products and 
solutions to their challenges. 

Registration information is now open. Check out the ICSC website at 
www.catholicstewardship.com for emerging details. 


